SECURITY

SAFETY
FIRST
Bespoke Home & Yacht Security
founder Matthias Fitzthum shares
the powerful protection available
to ultra high net worth individuals

I

T IS A FACT that more than 80% of threats to HNWIs
are insider threats, and particularly dangerous because
they come from people that already have authorised
access to your physical assets or privileged information,
which makes approaching them – from a technical
perspective – challenging.
Our disruptive approach is the redefinition of security
“Made in Germany”.
A unique one-stop-shop for comprehensive security via a
single point of contact in order to guarantee utmost secrecy
– such as private staff, anti-drone, intrusion detection,
bulletproof doors and windows, exclusive panic rooms, finest
serenity zones, bespoke armoured cars, and other seamless
home and yacht security.
Bespoke Home & Yacht Security are the world’s leading
architects of state-of-the-art security for high net worth
individuals, family offices and top executives. »
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BESPOKE ARMOURED & BULLETPROOF CARS:
DRIVING FORTS
Wealthy families and top executives are rightly worried about
ambushes or random acts of street violence while driving.
Being frightened to be at the wrong place at the wrong time,
exposed persons require peace of mind as they drive around.
Armoured and bulletproof cars are able to withstand a pipe
bomb explosion from point-blank range and weather rounds
of bullets shot by firearms such as AK-47s and 9mm pistols.
Besides the extensive bulletproof protection, they must be
able to escape on run-flat tires in case of an assault.
The global demand for exclusive bespoke armoured and
bulletproof cars, SUVs, and more is increasing every day.
Especially these days, facing a despicable war within Europe.
Clients all over the planet are ordering armoured and
bulletproof SUVs, like the Rolls-Royce Cullinan, Bentley
Bentayga, Aston Martin DBX, Range Rover or MercedesBenz G63 AMG. Highest protection during the week, mobile
forts for your family and executives.
But, on the other hand, we are seeing our esteemed
clients enjoying their weekends and holidays in fascinating
sportscars, supercars or hypercars, completely unprotected –
an easy target for any criminal.
This is why we developed, in Germany, the first lightweight
armouring (stopping 9mm bullets) for sportscars, supercars
or hypercars, such as bulletproof Aston Martin DBS, Bugatti
Divo, Ferrari LaFerrari, Lamborghini Centenario and more,
with any supercar available for bulletproofing upon request.
We love cars, and are highly specialised in the supervision
of the production of any armored and bulletproof vehicle,
sourcing bespoke armoured cars and special-purpose vehicles,
and the discreet sourcing of rarest off-market cars, ranging
from finest Ferraris to modern hypercars.

BULLETPROOF DOORS & WINDOWS: ARMOURED
SERENITY ZONES
Bulletproof doors and armoured windows are tested every day
by burglars and kidnappers all over the planet, in merciless
confrontations with unlimited criminal energy. So, how can
you ultimately protect your family members, as well as your
precious collections of jewellery, cars, watches or art, within
your home or yacht?
The effortless solution at any required armouring level
includes bulletproof doors, bulletproof windows, bespoke
panic rooms and armoured serenity zones.
Armoured serenity zones – the evolution of panic rooms
– are a part of your home which happens to be a truly
impenetrable fortress when called upon, which it achieves
in a subtle manner, without compromising on design, style
or comfort.
Serenity zones are a new security concept which takes the
old idea of the panic room and turns it around completely.
Serenity zones are the most secure and welcoming place in
your home. The solutions we have implemented not only
make these areas resistant against any attack, they also make
the room beautiful and peaceful: a safe refuge.
Serenity zones are a room or a series of rooms within
your home, fitted with all the necessary features to make it
resistant against attacks and completely safe. Normally, the
chosen room is your bedroom, which is transformed in a
truly discreet and imperceptible way into an impenetrable
fortress. This is all done without compromising the comfort
and beauty of your private space.
Serenity zones bring together a range of integrated
technological solutions that moni-tor and protect these
rooms in your home that are part of the system. With
biometric fingerprint and facial recognition, voice control and
integration into security systems, the serenity zones represents
a new standard in home security.
We have created architectural entrances and finest reinforced
doors for decades, using expert Italian craftsmanship and
cutting-edge perimeter security technology, exceeding the
highest international security standards.
Our armoured window surfaces represent the symbiosis of
form and function to enrich and protect your property, in
harmony with the style and security needs of each client.
All enquiries will be dealt with absolute integrity and discretion.
Please get in touch with:
Mag. Matthias Fitzthum, CEO & Founder
+49 151 564 23 149
mf@bespokehomesecurity.com
bespokehomesecurity.com

Bespoke security: Drone technology
(left), bulletproof cars (top right)
and armoured serenity rooms (below
right) are just some of the ways you
can protect your loved ones
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